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Abstract. The paper considers legal grounds as well as political roots of child
participation in France, and, in particular, the recent law on Equality and
Citizenship. It proceeds with contemporary cases of participation, such as
Municipal Children’s Councils, initiatives of UNICEF-France, projects involving
children’s artwork, or participation as the core of a pedagogical project.
Keywords: children’s participation, citizenship, debate and dialogue,
deliberative, children’s councils, political innocence of children 

Аннотация. В статье рассматриваются законодательные основы - в
частности, недавний закон “О равенстве и гражданственности” - и
политические корни участия детей во Франции. Кроме того, обсуждаются
примеры участия детей на национальном и местном уровнях, такие как
муниципальные детские советы, выражение детьми своего мнения через
проекты по искусству и участие как педагогический проект. 
Ключевые слова: детское участие, гражданственность, дебаты и диалог,
делиберация, детские советы, политическая невинность детей 

The legal basis for children’s participation in France is the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child, which the country ratified in 1990 [1]. There is no
specific legal national document on the matter, and it is not mentioned in the
French constitution either. However, rather recently, in January 2017, the law on
Equality and Citizenship (“Egalité et citoyennité”) was issued by the
Government whose purpose is to reinforce the feeling of citizenship and mutual
aid among countrymen. The law is largely due to the terror attacks in Paris in
January 2015 and aims to prevent young people from becoming parts of terrorist
groupings and bodies. The law does not speak specifically of children, but in
most cases uses the words “youth or young people” meaning people of 16-30
years old. According to the law, in particular, young people starting from the age
of 16 can participate as volunteers in projects of public good initiated by
charities and get points, which they can use to get free access to learning
opportunities; they also have the right to head and manage voluntarily-issued
periodical press; create and manage a charity. The law also puts stronger
obligations on local and regional authorities to create more local children’s and
youth councils and to reorganise the field of local and regional youth policies, 
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which now fall the under their responsibility. Moreover, article 54 of the law 
states that youth policy must be subject to “the annual structured dialogue 
between young people and the representatives of power and society. These 
debates should touch upon strategic policy directions and coordination of these 
strategies between territorial bodies of various level and the state” [2]. 

The fact that the new law puts youth policy specifically in the domain of 
debate and dialogue, is by no means accidental. Recent research shows “a 
participatory and in some ways deliberative shift of state” in France in the last 
20-30 years [3, p.24]. Considering big infrastructural projects, the author writes 
that while in other European countries there is a tendency to press hard to 
promote faster decisions, in France, more deliberative, open and pluralistic 
approaches are being used. According to the author,  both the State Council 
(Conseil d’Etat) and the National commission on public debate (Commision 
Nationale du Débat Public, created in 1995) play the central role as watchdogs 
making sure that deliberative procedure is in place. 

This translates into the sphere of specifically children’s participation as an 
array of practices of involving children, on different levels, in various domaines, 
and with different degrees of involvement. The most widespread initiative, at the 
national level, is Municipal Children’s Councils (Conseils Municipaux 
d’Enfants). First created, in their present shape, in 1979, they have now reached 
the number of about 2000 over the whole country. They present children and 
young people as actors in their urban (or rural) environment and strive for letting 
children use their rights as they are inscribed in the UN Convention on the 
Rights of the Child. According to some researchers, the guarantee of the scale 
and effectiveness of children’s councils’ work is “the political obligations 
towards them, both on national and local levels. They are considered as a means 
of integration of children and young people into local communities” [4, p.20]. 
Presented as no less as “the school of democracy” and “the first experience of 
citizenship” by institutions and adult politicians, they are however criticised by 
recent research for in practice they are apparently not quite to the height of these 
definitions. In particular, Boone [5] observes the paradox between the ways 
children perceive politics and day-to-day interactions in their youth councils, 
which ascribe certain fixed roles to the children not letting them explore political 
notions and actions new to them. Adults who animate the work of children’s 
councils often picture children as a homogenous group ascribing to them certain 
universal characteristics and promoting the myth of “the political innocence of 
children” which leads to assigning them most banal tasks without risking to 
compromise this assumed innocence and homogeneity.  

Nevertheless, with municipal children’s councils at its core, the field of 
children’s participation in France looks like a colourful mosaics of practices 
initiated by public, charitable or private bodies. Such are, for instance, numerous 
workshops in design, architecture and urban planning, filmmaking or writing 
fiction which give children basic professional tools and encourage them to express 
their world views through art, with later giving them the opportunity to present 
their works alongside adults-professionals in the area. Such are also practices of 
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certain schools, which either put democracy, self-governance and children’s 
participation at the heart of their pedagogical project or practice them as a part of it.  

Still, the largest-scale initiatives are coming from UNICEF-France. For 
example, their annual national surveys are aimed at children’s voices getting 
heard widely: more then 26 000 children and young people aged 6 to 18 from 
132 French cities, towns and villages have participated in the recent survey 
whose special goal was to find out the lived and perceived differences between 
girls and boys in their everyday lives and opportunities. The participation 
projects of UNICEF-France include “Young ambassadors”, “UNICEF-
Campus”, “Young people’s voices”, the annual young writers’ literary prize, 
and the “Children-friendly city” label. 

All these instances of participation fit perhaps into all the steps of the 
famous Roger Hart’s ladder [6], with the pure and high-impact non-tokeinistic 
participatory processes seeming relatively rare, but quite real, so that French 
children’s participatory scene looks rather hopeful. 
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Abstract. Problem-solving skills need to be developed in children from birth 
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